
Vacuum machine Metos D1 100m3

Produktdata
 

Varenummer 4221620
Varenavn Vacuum machine Metos D1 100m3
Størrelse 1440 × 920 × 1210 mm
Vægt 350,000 kg
Teknisk informasjon 400 V, 4,4 kW, 3NPE, 50 Hz
 

Beskrivelse

Metos Double chamber vacuum machine D1 is intended for vacuuming food
products, with or without protective gas. (MAP). The selection of
different gases is made according to the characteristics of the vacuumed
product. With the vacuum method, a longer shelf life of the product is
achieved. The finished package is hygienic and the handling of the
product becomes extremely easy. The packaging method can be used for raw
as well as on ready-made products. In the bags, some raw products can
also be prepared or re-heated.
Vacuum bags are available in a wide selection. The other part is
suitable for packaging, other heat-resistant bags are suitable for Sous
vide preparation.
Metos Double Chamber machine D1 has a very comprehensive standard
equipment. Among other things, the chamber's filling discs,
double-sealing of the bags, 10 independent programs, digital vacuum
measurement, Soft vacuuming cycle for sensitive or sharp products. A
100m3 vacuum pump ensures fast vacuum cycle. Condensate water is removed
from the engine oil semi-automatic. This will gives a long life for the
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vacuum pump. Spacious chamber allows the use of large or several small
vacuum bags.
A large digital screen, ensuring easy and efficient use, already got in
the first use. The wide range of options, ease of use and low investment
cost makes the Metos Double Chamber Vacuum Machine D1 quickly becoming
one of the most used appliances in the kitchen
Metos Double Chamber Machine D1
Stainless steel construction
The size of the chamber, 2x 620 x 520 x 230 mm
Machine dimension w1440 x d920 x h1210
The depth / volume of the room, can be adjusted using the filling
plates
Digital user screen, equipped with clear logical symbols
Digital display of vacuum effect, for adjustment and monitoring of the
process
Vacuum pump effect 100 m³
Seal length is 4x620 mm
10 programs
Soft vacuuming cycle
Work cycle, 20-40 sec/ beat
Weight 350kg
IP 65
4,4kW
options
Clean cut seal
Seal 1-2, for shrink bags
Bi- Active seal, for aluminum bags
gas option
160m3 vacuum pump
Spare part kit
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